IMPACT

Invasion games in Year
5. Knowing about;
marking, depth, width,
fair play, strategy,
shielding the ball,
keeping possession.

IMPACT

Physical Education - Impact
Assessment
Teacher and self-assessment form part of every session. Teachers and coaches will continually assess the acquisition of skills
and knowledge throughout each session and will reinforce, support or challenge pupils accordingly to deepen their
understanding and master techniques. Pupils are encouraged to peer and self-assess, e.g. considering form or effectiveness
and how these can be modified and improved.

Pause play - Quizzing and questioning
During lessons teachers and coaches will press pause on the game play and ask
what could be improved? What do they notice? In a recently observed Basketball lesson with Year 5 the
children and coach were able to identify how to move into the space to be available
for passing and how to score points quickly by effective passing and receiving.
A clear timeframe was established to make progress with the objectives and achieved
due to the timely and clear feedback. Planning from sports coaches is responsive to the needs of the class and progresses the
children were aware of the TGBA (To get better at) and what they needed to do to make progress.

Observation and feedback
Senior leaders and subject leads regularly observe
lessons and check planning to ensure progress within
lessons. This includes sessions with small groups of pupils
using questioning to check and ensure information and
knowledge is acquired and understood with increasing
confidence. Sports coaches with specialist subject
knowledge are involved in school CPD and ensuring
progression through the curriculum.

Ongoing Teacher Assessment and Development
Assessment is used by to teaching staff to inform future planning. CPD will be planned to allow staff to be confident in making
sure the children are performing to the best of their ability and acquiring the skills and knowledge needed.

EYFS: Using equipment and learning to
control movements. Listening to
instructions, taking turns and
cooperating with our friends through
teamwork.

Year 1 negotiating equipment and
working as a team to problem solve. Being
guided by a Dellar sports coach to
improve the technique to be more
successful.

Year 2 working with a
partner to perfect
gymnastic poses – tuck and
straddle. Exploring low and
high positions and following
feedback, to develop our
technique by extending our
stretches.

Lower KS2
Recognise and practise activities that
help our speed, strength and stamina.
Know when speed, strength and
stamina are important in games.
Using change of direction and pace to
be successful when defeating an
opponent.

Lower KS2
Working competitively within teams.
Recognising the role of the individual
in team success as well as how
teams can work together.

Supporting children to understand
success and failure – FLEARNS,
building resilience and a
determination to success – linking to
school promise and values.

Upper Key Stage 2

Know and apply the basic strategic and
tactical principles of attack and defend
adapt them to different situations.

Choose and apply skills more consistently in
all activities and games.

Upper Key Stage 2

Applying practised skills in
team games and competitive
activities.
Using improved techniques in
pivoting, passing, shooting
and tactical play to be more
successful.

